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Abstract

CRISPR-Cas adaptive immune systems in bacteria and archaea utilize
short CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs) to guide sequence-specific recognition and
clearance of foreign genetic material. Multiple crRNAs are stored together
in a compact format called a CRISPR array that is transcribed and processed
into the individual crRNAs. While the exact processing mechanisms vary
widely, some CRISPR-Cas systems, including those encoding the Cas9
nuclease, rely on a trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA). The tracrRNA was
discovered in 2011 and was quickly co-opted to create single-guide RNAs
as core components of CRISPR-Cas9 technologies. Since then, further
studies have uncovered processes extending beyond the traditional role
of tracrRNA in crRNA biogenesis, revealed Cas nucleases besides Cas9
that are dependent on tracrRNAs, and established new applications based
on tracrRNA engineering. In this review, we describe the biology of the
tracrRNA and how its ongoing characterization has garnered new insights
into prokaryotic immune defense and enabled key technological advances.
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INTRODUCTION

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and their CRISPR-
associated (Cas) proteins protect bacteria and archaea against invading nucleic acids (3, 70). As the
only known adaptive immune systems in prokaryotes, the systems store nucleic acid information
in CRISPR arrays as short spacers between direct repeats.To enact immunity, the CRISPR array is
transcribed into a long precursor CRISPRRNA (pre-crRNA) that is processed into individual ma-
ture CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs). The crRNAs then direct Cas effector nucleases to cleave DNA or
RNA sequences that are complementary to the guide portion of the crRNA and flanked by a pro-
tospacer adjacent motif (PAM) (for DNA targets) or a protospacer flanking sequence (commonly
abbreviated as PFS) lacking extensive complementarity to the crRNA repeat (for RNA targets) (61,
73). Because target selection is dictated by the acquired spacer, CRISPR-Cas systems can specifi-
cally clear future infections by the same invader. The spacer sequence can also be readily changed
to direct Cas nucleases to other nucleic acid targets with appropriate flanking sequences, open-
ing a range of applications (extensively reviewed in 83). In turn, the ongoing characterization of
CRISPR-Cas immune systems has not only advanced our understanding of the ongoing arms race
between prokaryotes and mobile genetic elements but also provided numerous benefits to society.

Arguably, the best-studied and mostly widely harnessed CRISPR-Cas systems are type II sys-
tems encoding the effector nuclease Cas9. As the first characterized single-effector nuclease, Cas9
was primed to be co-opted for genome editing and other applications (11, 14, 17, 34, 44, 47, 51,
71, 95, 107). However, completing the jump from biology to technology required a fundamental
understanding of how the system’s crRNAs are generated to guide DNA targeting. The discovery
of the trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) as a core component of crRNA biogenesis became the
missing piece that enabled the invention of the single-guide RNA (sgRNA) and the adoption of
Cas9 as the centerpiece of CRISPR technologies (22). Accordingly, the discovery of the tracrRNA
was central to the awarding of the 2020 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Dr. Emmanuelle Charpen-
tier and Dr. Jennifer Doudna for their development of CRISPR-Cas9 for genome editing (75).
Since the discovery of the tracrRNA and its use in genome editing almost a decade ago, there have
been numerous discoveries that have advanced our understanding of its biological functions and
expanded the list of systems involving tracrRNAs. There have also been numerous technological
advances that have improved and expanded the reach of tracrRNAs in CRISPR technologies. In
this review,we describe the role of the tracrRNA in immune defense of CRISPR-Cas9 and beyond,
nontraditional functions involving tracrRNAs, and how the tracrRNA has enabled an expanding
set of CRISPR technologies.

THE tracrRNA IN STREPTOCOCCUS PYOGENES

Understanding the role of the tracrRNA in CRISPR biology first requires a perspective on the
remarkable diversity of CRISPR-Cas systems and how each system confers adaptive immunity.
As adaptive immune systems, all CRISPR-Cas systems store invader-derived spacers in CRISPR
arrays, process individual crRNAs from a transcribed pre-crRNA, and use the crRNAs to guide the
Cas nucleases to recognize and clear complementary nucleic acids. However, the commonalities
largely end there. The Cas proteins associated with CRISPR-Cas systems vary widely and confer
different mechanisms for each step of adaptive immunity. This diversity drove the field to create a
hierarchical classification scheme that underwent multiple rounds of revision as new systems were
discovered. The current scheme comprises classes 1 and 2, types I–VI, over 30 subtypes (e.g., I-E,
II-A), and a scattering of subtype variants (e.g., I-F1, II-C2) (70). Because these proteins enact
the different steps of adaptive immunity, many of the associated mechanisms partition with the
CRISPR-Cas type and subtype. For example, in the early days of characterizing CRISPR biology,
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type I and III systems were shown to rely on their encoded endoribonuclease Cas6 to cleave each
repeat as part of crRNA biogenesis (7, 9, 10, 38, 70). This protein is absent in other CRISPR-Cas
types, including type II systems, spurring efforts to elucidate how the different groups of systems
process a pre-crRNA into individual crRNAs.

The tracrRNA was first reported in 2011 as part of a seminal study with the human pathogen
Streptococcus pyogenes and its endogenous type II-A CRISPR-Cas system (22) (Figure 1a). The
tracrRNA was identified during a period when next-generation sequencing was first being ap-
plied to identify small RNAs missed by standard annotation algorithms (22, 98). One technique,
differential RNA sequencing (dRNA-seq) (22, 94, 98), was applied to identify small RNAs and de-
termine whether they possessed a dedicated promoter or were processed from a larger transcript.
The sequencing analyses revealed the tracrRNA as one of the most abundant small RNAs in the
cell. The RNA was also encoded adjacent and divergent to the cas9 gene (then called csn1), sug-
gesting that it had some role in the flanking CRISPR-Cas system.The tracrRNA further appeared
as not one but three different transcripts with a shared 3′ end: ∼171-nucleotide (nt) and ∼89-nt
products representing primary transcripts and an ∼75-nt species processed from both longer
transcripts. The processing site was within a 24-nt stretch bearing extensive complementarity to
the CRISPR repeats, suggesting that the tracrRNA is directly involved in crRNA biogenesis.

The ensuing experiments conducted in S. pyogenes informed our primary view of how the
tracrRNA participates in crRNA biogenesis (22) (Figure 1a). The CRISPR array is transcribed
into a pre-crRNA containing multiple repeats. Each repeat then base-pairs with the 24-nt stretch
of the tracrRNA termed the antirepeat domain.TheAT-rich sequencewithin the repeat:antirepeat
duplex presents a preferred substrate for the host endoribonuclease RNase III (78), where cleavage
forms a 2-nt overhang on the 3′ end of the repeat. The cleavage event also divides the pre-crRNA
into individual immature crRNAs consisting of a full-length spacer flanked by either half of the
repeat. The RNA duplex is bound by Cas9, while the 5′ end of the immature crRNA is trimmed
∼10 nt into the spacer. The trimming is presumably conducted by host ribonucleases, although
these enzymes remain to be identified. The exact order of events (e.g., duplex formation, Cas9
binding, RNase III cleavage) is also unclear, although in vitro experiments with the homologous
II-A system from Streptococcus thermophilus reported that Cas9 promoted pre-crRNA:tracrRNA
hybridization but did not exhibit measurable binding to the tracrRNA (55). Regardless of the
exact mechanisms, the resulting ribonucleoprotein effector complex comprises Cas9 bound to an
∼40-nt mature crRNA and an∼75-nt processed tracrRNA.The duplex of the mature crRNA and
processed tracrRNA can be fused with a short tetraloop to create the sgRNA, which simplifies the
characterization and implementation of Cas9 nucleases (50).

THE tracrRNA OUTSIDE OF STREPTOCOCCUS PYOGENES

Subsequent efforts to characterize tracrRNAs and crRNA biogenesis upheld these basic princi-
ples while also revealing variations. In line with the original work, the tracrRNA is considered
a ubiquitous feature of CRISPR-Cas systems in all three subtypes of type II systems (II-A,
II-B, II-C) and essential for crRNA biogenesis (15, 33, 40, 59). Various bioinformatics search
tools have also been developed for identifying tracrRNAs (see the sidebar titled Bioinformatic
Identification of tracrRNAs). The variations have been principally associated with the genomic
location of the tracrRNA within the system, how crRNAs are generated, and the structures of
the crRNA:tracrRNA complex.

The identification of tracrRNAs has revealed different encoding locations within each
CRISPR-Cas system that depend on the subtype classification (Figure 1b). For example, re-
ported type II-A systems can encode the tracrRNA gene upstream or downstream of cas9, while
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Figure 1 (Figure appears on preceding page)

The tracrRNA in crRNA biogenesis and immune defense by type II CRISPR-Cas systems. (a) Genomic architecture and crRNA
biogenesis pathway for the type II-A CRISPR-Cas system from Streptococcus pyogenes. The CRISPR array comprising conserved repeats
(R, black rectangles) with intervening invader-derived spacers (S, colored rectangles) is transcribed into a long pre-crRNA. The tracrRNA
then base-pairs with each repeat, driving cleavage by RNase III and binding by Cas9. The processed crRNA:tracrRNA duplex then
directs bound Cas9 to DNA sequences matching the crRNA guide sequence (protospacer) and flanked by a PAM. Blue triangles
represent processing/cleavage sites. A few steps in crRNA biogenesis remain unknown, including how the 5′ end of each crRNA is
trimmed and the fate of the first repeat in the array, which lacks a corresponding spacer. (b) tracrRNA location within representative
CRISPR-Cas systems from the three type II subtypes. Each system encodes one tracrRNA, although the tracrRNA location can vary
between systems in each subtype. (c) Comparing crRNA biogenesis for II-A and II-C CRISPR-Cas systems. Type II-A systems initiate
the transcription of the array through an upstream promoter encoded within the leader region. Type II-C systems initiate the
transcription of the array within each spacer through promoter elements encoded in each repeat. The two systems also differ in the side
of the array to which new spacers are added. The outside repeat is copied as part of acquisition to maintain the pattern of the array.
(d) Predicted secondary structures capturing the vast majority of identified tracrRNAs. The structures were grouped into 10 clusters
identified in Reference 25. Abbreviations: Cas, CRISPR-associated; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats;
crRNA, CRISPR RNA; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif; pre-crRNA, precursor CRISPR RNA; R, repeat; S, spacer; tracrRNA,
trans-activating crRNA.

the reported type II-C systems can also encode the tracrRNA gene upstream or downstream
of cas9 as well as adjacent to the CRISPR array. The one published example of a II-B system,
which is found in Francisella novicida (1), has the tracrRNA gene located adjacent to the CRISPR
array. Although tracrRNAs have been extensively identified, a systematic analysis remains to be
performed to determine the diversity and frequency of tracrRNA gene locations and the extent
to which the genomic context of the tracrRNA gene contributes to immune function.

While the tracrRNA consistently base-pairs with each repeat within the pre-crRNA, tran-
scription of the crRNA and acquisition of new spacers also vary with the subtype classifica-
tion (Figure 1c). Type II-A systems initiate transcription from the leader region and proceed
through the entire CRISPR array, generating one pre-crRNA transcript. In contrast, characterized
type II-C systems contain −10 promoter elements near the 3′ end of each repeat (26, 118). Tran-
scription therefore initiates within each downstream spacer, creating different lengths of pre-
crRNA transcripts. RNase III processing was also shown to be dispensable for immune defense by
the II-C system inNeisseria meningitidis—at least through the last spacer in the array (118). Spacer

BIOINFORMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF tracrRNAS

Predicting trans-activating CRISPR RNAs (tracrRNAs) is important for the characterization of new Cas9 proteins
and their development as genome editing tools (33, 56). As the tracrRNA can be distinct among different CRISPR
systems in terms of sequence, secondary structure, and placement within the CRISPR-Cas loci (70, 114), its com-
putational identification is not trivial. Current prediction methods often consist of first identifying Cas9 through
protein homology followed by searching for nearby CRISPR arrays. The CRISPR repeat sequence is then used
to search for antirepeat sequences in the vicinity, while the end of the tracrRNA is determined by scanning for a
downstream rho-independent terminator (6, 16, 25). These steps can be achieved using individual online or local
tools (6, 15), although there are also bundled algorithm codes that allow for batch analyses (16, 25). It is recom-
mended that the identified tracrRNA is confirmed through RNA-seq analyses either in the native microorganism or
through heterologous expression in a lab strain. These methods can be modified for predicting tracrRNAs for the
type V CRISPR-Cas systems possessing tracrRNAs, although more adjustments would be needed, particularly for
predicting the V-C and V-D short-complementarity untranslated RNAs (scoutRNAs) given their lack of extensive
complementarity to the CRISPR RNA (crRNA) repeat.
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acquisition also appears to occur on opposite sides of the array (Figure 1c), where Cas9 and the
tracrRNA are involved in this poorly understood process (39, 41, 108, 118). The molecular details
of spacer acquisition and crRNA biogenesis remain effectively unexplored within the remaining
II-B subtype (1).

Beyond acquisition and transcription initiation, the structure of the crRNA:tracrRNA complex
varies widely across type II systems.One comprehensive bioinformatics search for tracrRNAs pre-
dicted 10 main groups based on predicted secondary structures (25) (Figure 1d). These assigned
groups could be differentiated by the bulge between the RNA duplex as well as by the secondary
structure downstream of the tracrRNA antirepeat.

THE tracrRNA IN CAS9 RECOGNITION

Crystal structures of S. pyogenes Cas9 (SpyCas9) have proven invaluable for understanding the
molecular details of how Cas9 specifically recognizes the crRNA:tracrRNA duplex (2, 43, 45, 46,
52, 80, 120). The processed crRNA:tracrRNA complex bound by SpyCas9 can be divided into
seven domains that can generally be found in other crRNA:tracrRNA complexes. The guide, up-
per stem, bulge, and lower stem domains form the repeat:antirepeat duplex, while three domains
comprising a stem-loop termed the nexus (5), linker, and two additional stem-loops form the
tracrRNA tail (Figure 2a). SpyCas9 forms numerous contacts with all domains except the
upper stem, freeing the upper stem for unhindered cleavage by RNase III (Figure 2b). These
interactions are principally based on RNA secondary structure through recognition of the sugar-
phosphate backbone, although base-specific interactions occur through the bulge and the nexus
as well as the bottom of the lower stem, the second stem-loop, and the loop region of the third
stem-loop. Both lobes of SpyCas9 are also involved in binding the crRNA:tracrRNA complex,
with the repeat:antirepeat duplex bound by the recognition (REC) lobe, the last two stem-loops
bound by the nuclease (NUC) lobe, and the nexus and linker bound by both lobes. Both structural
and sequence-specific recognition allow Cas9 to differentiate this complex from the vast array of
other RNAs present in a cell. Upon sgRNA binding, the REC lobe of Cas9 undergoes substantial
conformational rearrangement typified by the formation of a central channel for target DNA
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Recognition of the crRNA:tracrRNA duplex by Cas9. (a) Anatomy of the crRNA:tracrRNA complex. (b) Structure and processing of
the crRNA:tracrRNA complex bound to Cas9 from the type II-A system in Streptococcus pyogenes (left) and the type II-C system in
Campylobacter jejuni (right). The crRNA:tracrRNA duplex undergoes processing by RNase III (yellow oval). Abbreviations: Cas,
CRISPR-associated; CjeCas9, C. jejuni Cas9; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; crRNA, CRISPR
RNA; pre-crRNA, precursor CRISPR RNA; SpyCas9, S. pyogenes Cas9; tracrRNA, trans-activating CRISPR RNA.
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binding (52). This rearrangement represents the first of many for SpyCas9 to proceed from a
holoenzyme to a ribonucleoprotein complex bound to cleaved DNA.

Besides SpyCas9, a number of other Cas9 nucleases have been crystallized with a bound sgRNA
that highlights the shared and distinct features across these proteins. Within II-A systems, the
small Cas9 from Streptococcus aureus (SauCas9) represents one of the few additional Cas9 nucle-
ases that have been crystallized. Contrasting with SpyCas9, the REC lobe and a distinct wedge
(WED) domain present in the NUC lobe interact with the repeat:antirepeat duplex nonspecif-
ically through its sugar-phosphate backbone. The nexus is recognized by the REC lobe, similar
to its recognition in SpyCas9, while the second and only other stem-loop in the tracrRNA tail
is dispensable for the crystallization of the ribonucleoprotein complex. Structural studies of Cas9
proteins from II-B and II-C systems revealed notable structural differences in their sgRNA scaf-
folds as well as diverse features of domain interaction and arrangement (40, 102, 113). Most no-
tably, the Cas9 from the II-C system in Campylobacter jejuni (CjeCas9) recognizes a complicated
structure in the tracrRNA tail comprising a pseudoknot and triple helix (113) (Figure 2b). Given
the distinct modes of recognition, it is not surprising that phylogenetically distant Cas9 nucleases
cannot utilize each other’s sgRNAs for DNA targeting, even when the cognate PAM is present
(5, 29). The tracrRNA tail also appears to be the primary determinant of specificity, as swapping
these tails allowed recognition of the sgRNA by the noncognate Cas9 (5).

THE tracrRNA BEYOND crRNA BIOGENESIS

Type II CRISPR-Cas systems consistently use the crRNA:tracrRNA complex to recognize and
cleave double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) as part of adaptive immunity. However, the number
of examples of Cas9 nucleases performing other functions with the help of the tracrRNA is
growing. One established example involves some Cas9 nucleases recognizing and cleaving RNA
(Figure 3a). Recognition occurs through pairing between the RNA and the guide sequence
in the duplexed crRNA:tracrRNA, although the rules for recognition and cleavage vary. For
instance, RNA binding and cleavage by SpyCas9 required a flanking PAM presented as dsDNA
or a DNA:RNA duplex. While absent in natural RNAs, the duplex could be artificially created
by annealing a PAM-presenting single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), known as a PAMmer (81). Later
work showed that deactivating the HNH and RuvC endonuclease domains in SpyCas9 allowed
RNA binding even in the absence of a PAM or PAMmer (4, 77). The Cas9 nucleases from N.
meningitidis (NmeCas9) as well as SauCas9 and CjeCas9 were also reported to bind and cleave
targeted RNA (27, 89, 101), but without a PAM or PAMmer. Evidence also exists that the Cas9
from F. novicida (FnoCas9) can also bind and cleave RNA (85). The study with CjeCas9 in
particular provided evidence for RNA targeting through the endogenous type II-C CRISPR-Cas
system (27). By identifying RNAs bound by the endogenous Cas9 in C. jejuni, the authors showed
that the CRISPR-Cas system’s crRNAs were directing the binding and cleavage of many cellular
transcripts. It remains to be seen whether targeting of endogenous transcripts by Cas9 represents
a biological function or a background activity tolerated by the cells.

Whether targeting RNA or DNA, Cas9 utilizes a crRNA derived from the CRISPR array.
However, prior work showed that a separate RNA encoded in the vicinity of the CRISPR array
can also direct Cas9. This small CRISPR-Cas-associated RNA (scaRNA) was identified in the
intracellular pathogen F. novicida as an essential component of Cas9-mediated repression of genes
related to immune avoidance (92) (Figure 3b). The ∼58-nt scaRNA is encoded immediately
upstream of the CRISPR array and resembles a crRNA, with a guide sequence and repeat-like
sequence complementary to the tracrRNA antirepeat. To exert its regulatory function, the
scaRNA hybridizes with the tracrRNA, and the scaRNA:tracrRNA complex is bound by Cas9.
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Alternative roles of the tracrRNA in Cas9 biology. (a) The crRNA processed with the tracrRNA can direct binding and cleavage of
cellular RNAs. These RNAs encode sequences with extensive complementarity to the crRNA guide but do not require the presence of
a PAM. At least one Cas9 (i.e., SpyCas9) binds complementary RNAs but does not cleave the RNA. (b) A scaRNA downregulates
target genes to promote bacterial virulence. The scaRNA is encoded adjacent to the CRISPR array and hybridizes with the tracrRNA,
similar to a mature crRNA. The RNA duplex then directs Cas9 to bind shorter PAM-flanked protospacers located downstream of two
different promoters. Downregulating these genes promotes virulence in the human pathogen Francisella novicida. (c) Generation of
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antirepeat portion of the tracrRNA and recognition of the RNA duplex by Cas9. The RNA duplex can then direct DNA targeting.
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form of the tracrRNA then undergoes processing by RNase III to generate a mature crRNA. The natural sgRNA therefore serves as a
feedback controller by tuning Cas9 levels to the abundance and length of the pre-crRNA. Abbreviations: Cas, CRISPR-associated;
CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; crRNA, CRISPR RNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; ncrRNA,
noncanonical CRISPR RNA; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif; pre-crRNA, precursor CRISPR RNA; scaRNA, small
CRISPR-Cas-associated RNA; sgRNA, single-guide RNA; SpyCas9, Streptococcus pyogenes Cas 9; tracrRNA, trans-activating CRISPR
RNA.
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The scaRNA then directs Cas9 to two DNA targets with ∼15 nt complementary to the scaRNA
guide and flanked by a recognized PAM in the F. novicida genome (86). The limited base-pairing
allows DNA binding but not cleavage, resulting in the transcriptional repression of the four
downstream virulence genes. Given that a scaRNA would be hard to distinguish from the first
repeat in a CRISPR array, more work will be needed to determine the prevalence of scaRNAs
and the roles they play in microbial physiology.

Beyond CRISPR arrays and the scaRNA, recent work demonstrated that Cas9 can be guided
by cellular RNAs encoded outside of CRISPR-Cas loci. These noncanonical crRNAs (ncrRNAs)
were identified in C. jejuni as a subset of transcript fragments bound by Cas9, similar to the RNA
targets of the crRNAs (27). Unlike the crRNA-targeted RNAs, though, the transcript fragments
shared a motif complementary to the tracrRNA antirepeat. Further interrogation revealed that
these ncrRNAs were derived through base-pairing with the tracrRNA and subsequent process-
ing, presumably by host RNases (Figure 3c). The extent of base-pairing was often imperfect, al-
though it was sufficient to mediate tracrRNA binding and recognition of the complex by Cas9. In
a few cases, combining the ncrRNA-encoding mRNA and the tracrRNA drove sequence-specific
cleavage of the corresponding DNA target by Cas9.While no phenotype was associated with the
assessed ncrRNAs in C. jejuni, the finding shows that Cas9 can be guided by RNAs unrelated to
CRISPR-Cas systems. It also shows the potential impact of base-pairing between a cellular tran-
script and the tracrRNA antirepeat—for better or for worse—that could influence the horizontal
transfer and evolution of CRISPR-Cas systems utilizing tracrRNAs.

In addition to interacting with scaRNAs and ncrRNAs to direct Cas9, the tracrRNA was re-
cently shown to regulate Cas9 expression (110) (Figure 3d). This discovery came from exploring
the longer version of the tracrRNA in S. pyogenes (22). Both the shorter (89-nt) and longer (171-nt)
versions encode the antirepeat that duplexes with a pre-crRNA repeat and undergo processing by
RNase III to yield a mature crRNA. However, the extended 5′ end allows the longer version to
fold into a structure mimicking an sgRNA, albeit with a 13-nt guide sequence, an imperfect stem
that does not undergo processing by RNase III, and a large structure protruding from the stem.
Despite these differences, this natural sgRNA binds Cas9 and directs it to recognize an 11-bp se-
quence flanked by a PAM in Cas9’s own promoter. The limited pairing allows DNA binding but
not cleavage, resulting in transcriptional repression, similar to the scaRNA. Because higher Cas9
levels would lead to stronger repression, the longer version of the tracrRNA provides feedback
control of Cas9 levels. Furthermore, by either forming the natural sgRNA or interacting with a
pre-crRNA repeat, the longer version of the tracrRNA adjusts Cas9 levels based on the abundance
and length of the pre-crRNA. The feedback loop appeared to mitigate autoimmunity by prevent-
ing the acquisition of self-targeting spacers caused by overexpression of the cas genes. The natural
sgRNA was predicted in almost half of assessed II-A systems.

THE tracrRNA BEYOND CAS9

While the tracrRNA was originally considered a unique feature of type II CRISPR-Cas systems
with a Cas9 protein, efforts to expand the known repertoire of CRISPR-Cas systems revealed
type V systems requiring tracrRNAs (70) (Figure 4a). Type V systems encode Cas12 effector
nucleases that, similar to Cas9, tend to target dsDNA. However, unlike Cas9, Cas12 nucleases
create a 5′ overhang as part of target DNA cleavage and drive collateral degradation of ssDNA
upon target recognition (13, 117). The mature crRNA also comprises a repeat preceding the
guide sequence. While all type II systems rely on a tracrRNA, some Cas nucleases, like Cas12a
or Cas12i, process the crRNA repeat without accessory factors (30, 114). Of the type V systems
with tracrRNAs, the first reported example came from a bioinformatics search for novel class 2
CRISPR-Cas systems (8, 96). Characterization of one system later classified as type V-B revealed a
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tracrRNAs associated with type V CRISPR-Cas systems. (a) A list of currently classified type V subtypes and variants, along with the
name of the effector nuclease and whether the system does (indicated by Y) or does not (indicated by N) include a tracrRNA. NA
indicates systems where no tracrRNAs are predicted, but the systems have not undergone experimental characterization. (b) tracrRNA-
dependent mobilization and homing by type V-K CRISPR transposons. crRNAs derived from the CRISPR array direct mobilization
through insertion into mobile genetic elements, while a delocalized crRNA directs insertion into a conserved chromosomal site
flanking tRNA or DNA repair genes. (c) Structure and processing for crRNA:tracrRNA complexes bound to the cognate Cas12
nuclease. The structures associated with Cas12b, Cas12e, and Cas12f1 are based on crystal structures, while the structure for
Cas12c/Cas12d is based on folding predictions and experimental evidence. Cas12f1 forms a dimer that binds one crRNA:tracrRNA
complex. The crRNA:tracrRNA duplex associated with Cas12b, Cas12e, and Cas12f1 is presumed to undergo processing by RNase III
(yellow oval). Processing of the crRNA guide by Cas12c/Cas12d is established for Cas12c but remains circumstantial for Cas12d. A
structure for Cas12g bound to a crRNA:tracrRNA duplex was reported after acceptance of this review (63). Abbreviations: Cas,
CRISPR-associated; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; crRNA, CRISPR RNA; TE, transposon end;
tracrRNA, trans-activating CRISPR RNA; tRNA, transfer RNA.

highly abundant small RNA encoded between cas2 and the CRISPR array. The 3′ end of the small
RNA exhibited extensive complementarity to the CRISPR repeat, underwent processing within
the repeat:antirepeat duplex, and was indispensable for DNA targeting by the C2c1/Cas12b
nuclease. This study also identified C2c3/Cas12c from type V-C systems but without a tracrRNA.
Later work showed that a tracrRNA was present and required for DNA targeting, although
limited complementarity between the crRNA repeat and tracrRNA antirepeat prevented initial
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annotation (37, 114). Similar issues prevented the identification of tracrRNAs in type V-D
systems, although later work showed that CasY/Cas12d relied on a tracrRNA for DNA targeting
(37). Separate searches for novel class 2 nucleases within metagenomic sequences and uncultivated
microorganisms identified the smaller CRISPR nuclease CasX/Cas12e representing type V-E
systems and the smallest type V nuclease Cas14a/Cas12f1 representing type V-F1 systems, and
both required a tracrRNA for DNA targeting (36, 67). Cas12f1 nucleases preferentially cleave
ssDNA but can also weakly cleave dsDNA flanked by a PAM (36, 54). A broader investigation
of Cas12 nucleases revealed the tracrRNA-dependent Cas12g nuclease from type V-G systems,
the only type V subtype to date shown to target RNA (114). Other subtypes and variants within
type V systems have been identified through bioinformatics searches but remain uncharacterized
experimentally, leaving open the possibility that additional type V systems encode tracrRNAs (70).

Beyond the Cas12 nucleases associated with CRISPR-Cas immune systems, a separate
tracrRNA-dependent Cas12 nuclease called Cas12k forms part of the newly discovered mobile
genetic elements termed CRISPR-associated transposons (CASTs) (58, 82, 100). Cas12k interacts
with three Tn7-like transposon genes (tnsB, tnsC, tniQ) to mediate crRNA-directed transposi-
tion of the CAST. The crRNAs can derive from not only an encoded CRISPR array but also a
delocalized crRNA often positioned downstream of the CRISPR array (90) (Figure 4b). The re-
peat portion of the delocalized crRNA heavily deviates from the consensus repeat in the CRISPR
array, although both repeats can direct DNA transposition with the help of the tracrRNA. Intrigu-
ingly, the CRISPR array and delocalized crRNA appear to fulfill distinct biological roles, with the
CRISPR array driving mobilization via integration into mobile genetic elements and the delo-
calized crRNA driving homing via integration next to transfer RNA (tRNA) or DNA mismatch
repair genes conserved across bacterial genomes.

All of these type V subtypes rely on a tracrRNA that hybridizes through its 3′ end to the crRNA
repeat, although few additional shared properties exist (Figure 4c). For instance, the length of the
processed tracrRNA varies from ∼78 (for V-B) to ∼216 nt (for V-K), while the extent of predicted
base-pairing between the crRNA repeat and unprocessed tracrRNA antirepeat varies from 5 (for
V-C/V-D) to 20 bp (for V-E) (37, 67, 96). The types of structures formed between the crRNA
repeat and tracrRNA antirepeat and how these structures are processed to form the final mature
crRNA range widely and often deviate from the paradigm set by type II systems. Type V-B, V-E,
V-F1, and V-G systems represent the closest analogs to type II systems, as the tracrRNA for these
systems forms an extended duplex with the crRNA repeat that presumably undergoes process-
ing by RNase III (63, 67, 96, 114). All represent notable deviations from the crRNA:tracrRNA
duplex associated with Cas9, though, because the repeat:antirepeat duplex associated with these
nucleases is divided into two regions of pairing. For V-B, V-F1, and V-G systems, the two regions
are separated by an intervening pseudoknot and, for V-F1 systems, additional stem-loops. The
crRNA:tracrRNA duplex for V-F1 systems may also be processed by a host ribonuclease besides
RNase III, as the reconstructed host genome lacks this gene and no duplex processing by RNase
III was observed with Cas12f1 in vitro (36).Within type V-E systems, the repeat:antirepeat duplex
includes a triple helix formed between two strands of the tracrRNA and one strand of the crRNA
repeat (67). V-C and V-D systems represent the largest deviation from type II systems to date. For
these systems, the 5′ end of the tracrRNA is predicted to form a large hairpin with a bulge near
the base of the stem (37). Mutational analyses and sequence conservation within the crRNA and
tracrRNA suggested that a short stretch within this bulge base-pairs with the crRNA repeat to
form a pseudoknot, although further structural analyses are needed. Cas12c was further shown to
process the crRNA repeat a fixed distance from the proposed crRNA:tracrRNA pseudoknot. This
mode of processing reflects nucleus-mediated processing of the repeat by Cas12a and Cas12i,
while the tracrRNA aids in crRNA recognition by the nuclease (37). In vitro processing of the
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crRNA by Cas12d was inconclusive. Based on the unique proposed structure of the tracrRNA
and its involvement in crRNA processing, the authors proposed the tracrRNA for these sys-
tems instead be called a short-complementarity untranslated RNA (scoutRNA) (37). How the
crRNA:tracrRNA duplex is formed and processed remains to be elucidated for V-K systems.

The few available crystal structures of Cas12 nucleases bound to a guide RNA have begun
to reveal how these nucleases uniquely interact with the crRNA:tracrRNA complex. To date,
structures are available for Cas12b, Cas12e, and Cas12f1 bound to an sgRNA and target DNA
(67, 68, 103, 115), while a structure was reported for Cas12g after acceptance of this review (63).
Cas12b consists of two lobes that both interact extensively with the crRNA:tracrRNA complex, re-
flecting sequence-specific as well as nonspecific interactions (115). Most of the interactions occur
through the region of the repeat:antirepeat stem adjacent to the guide as well as two of the stem-
loops within the rest of the tracrRNA. The pseudoknot within the tracrRNA minimally contacts
the nuclease and instead likely helps form the structure of the crRNA:tracrRNA complex rec-
ognized by Cas12b. Cas12e interacts with the triple helix formed between the crRNA repeat and
tracrRNA as well as with a stem-loop within the rest of the tracrRNA (67). Beyond the triple helix,
though, the traditional duplex formed between the crRNA repeat and the tracrRNA projects away
from the nuclease without any direct contacts. Finally, Cas12f1, as a miniature version of other
Cas12 nucleases, dimerizes to form the typical bilobed architecture that recognizes one crRNA:
tracrRNA complex (103, 111). Both lobes interact extensively with the sgRNA but to varying
degrees. For instance, the pseudoknot interacts with only one nuclease monomer, while the stem-
loop sandwiched between the divided regions of the crRNA:tracrRNA duplex interacts with both
monomers. These few structures highlight the diversity of mechanisms Cas12 nucleases employ
to recognize the crRNA:tracrRNA complex, and new modalities likely await discovery as other
Cas12 nucleases are crystallized.

THE tracrRNA IN CRISPR TECHNOLOGIES

Beyond its natural functions, CRISPR-Cas systems have been a seemingly unlimited source of
CRISPR technologies.The technological potential of these immune systems was clear as the orig-
inal mechanisms emerged around 2010.However,much of the early characterization work focused
on type I and III systems that required three to eight proteins along with designed crRNAs for any
application (70). Studies of type II systems instead offered the most expedient path to CRISPR
technologies, as these systems rely on one Cas protein for immune defense, and the next dis-
covered single-effector nuclease (Cas12a) came much later (117). Utilizing Cas9 initially required
twoRNAs as well as RNase III (or an equivalent ribonuclease).While processed crRNA:tracrRNA
complexes have been widely used with delivered ribonucleoprotein complexes, expressing these
various components in cells represented a notable but surmountable hurdle (17). Fortunately,
a simple workaround was immediately apparent: fusing the processed repeat:antirepeat duplex
with a stable tetraloop (50) (Figure 5a). The resulting sgRNA still contained the final processed
crRNA:tracrRNA complex bound by Cas9 but as one RNA species. With this addition, RNA-
directed DNA targeting by Cas9 could be achieved with only two components. The Cas9-sgRNA
combination quickly became the standard for implementing CRISPR technologies. The concept
of fusing the processed crRNA:tracrRNA complex through its duplex also readily applied to the
tracrRNA-dependent Cas12 nucleases, allowing many of these nucleases to also be harnessed as
two-component CRISPR technologies (54, 67, 99, 105).

While the critical contribution of sgRNAs to advancing CRISPR technologies cannot be
overstated, their implementation came with an immediate drawback: loss of the multiplexing
inherent to CRISPR arrays. CRISPR arrays encode and produce large numbers of crRNAs from
a singular compact locus. For type II and many type V systems, the tracrRNA serves as the
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processing element needed to convert a long pre-crRNA into individual crRNAs. As a result,
fusing the crRNA:tracrRNA duplex prevents the architecture of the CRISPR array from being
readily used to express multiple sgRNAs. This challenge gave way to numerous workarounds
that could achieve multiplexing with sgRNAs (see 72 for an in-depth review) (Figure 5b). One
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Figure 5 (Figure appears on preceding page)

tracrRNA technologies. (a) Creation of the sgRNA. The minimal region of the crRNA:tracrRNA duplex is fused with a short tetraloop.
The resulting sgRNA only needs to be paired with Cas9 to achieve targeted DNA binding and cleavage. In contrast, using Cas9 and a
CRISPR array also requires the tracrRNA and RNase III. (b) Coexpressing multiple sgRNAs. sgRNAs lose the inherent multiplexing
capabilities of CRISPR arrays because a tracrRNA is fused to each crRNA. However, different workarounds have been developed
to coexpress multiple sgRNAs, including arrayed expression constructs and single transcripts with multiple sgRNAs and intervening
cleavage domains. (c) Extensively modifying the sgRNA sequence. Almost all of the sgRNA can be altered as long as the overall
secondary structure is maintained. These sequence alterations can enhance DNA targeting by improving folding or allowing the
synthesis of linear DNA that encode extremely long sgRNA arrays. Different domains within the sgRNA can also be extended without
interfering with Cas9 binding or DNA targeting. (d) Extending the tracrRNA to localize different effector domains to Cas9 targets.
Aptamer domains are fused to the 3′ end of the tracrRNA, and the cognate protein ligands are fused to the effector domains. The guide
sequence therefore determines which effector domains are localized to a specific DNA locus. (e) sgRNA switches. Switches engineered
by extending the tracrRNA tail are shown, although other configurations have been reported. Binding of the sensed RNA trigger
(brown) drives the sgRNA switch into a conformation incompatible with Cas9 recognition and subsequent DNA targeting.
Abbreviations: Cas, CRISPR-associated; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; crRNA, CRISPR RNA;
pre-crRNA, precursor CRISPR RNA; sgRNA, single-guide RNA; SpyCas9, Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9; tracrRNA, trans-activating
CRISPR RNA, tRNA, transfer RNA.

common approach has been fusing sgRNA expression constructs, with each construct encoding
a promoter, sgRNA, and transcriptional terminator (53, 91). The resulting constructs were much
larger than the standard spacer-repeat subunit of a CRISPR array, although the sgRNA expression
constructs could be spliced together using established cloning approaches. An alternative and
more compact approach involved separating multiple sgRNAs with RNA cleavage sites. Different
types of cleavage sites have been employed, including ribozymes that undergo self-cleavage
without accessory factors (32), the repeat hairpin from I-F CRISPR-Cas systems cleaved by
the Csy4/Cas6 processing enzyme (106), and immature tRNAs processed by RNase P and RNase
Z (84, 112). While these approaches have become standard for CRISPR-based multiplexing in
eukaryotes, CRISPR arrays and the tracrRNA are still regularly employed in bacteria (18, 47, 62).

The ability to multiplex with an expanding collection of CRISPR technologies spurred interest
in implementing multiple technologies in the same cellular environment. However, using differ-
ent versions of the same Cas nuclease (e.g., Cas9 and dCas9) faced immediate complications, as
the two nucleases cannot differentiate between sgRNAs intended for different functions. Insights
into the orthogonal recognition of the crRNA:tracrRNA complex became the immediate solution.
By utilizing two phylogenetically distant Cas9 nucleases, more than one function could be imple-
mented at one time. Examples have included achieving DNA cleavage and gene regulation in the
same cell (28, 64), enhancing editing through proximal binding (12), and performing combinato-
rial genetic screens (76). Later work established other innovative workarounds centered around
engineering the sgRNA so one Cas nuclease could be used for multiple functions, such as express-
ing sgRNAs with full-length or truncated guides to respectively edit DNA (with DNA cleavage)
and regulate gene expression (with DNA binding but no cleavage) (20, 57, 66). Even with these
more recent workarounds, the use of orthogonal Cas nucleases remains a popular approach.

THE tracrRNA AS AN ENGINEERING PLATFORM

The original suite of CRISPR technologies relied heavily on sgRNAs directly derived from the
fused crRNA:tracrRNA complex. However, new generations of these technologies treated the
sgRNA not as a fixed scaffold for guide sequences but as an engineering platform that could be
extensively modified. One common insight from structural studies and mutational analyses was
that the crRNA:tracrRNA complex is bound by few sequence restrictions as long as the general
secondary structure is maintained and all domains are present (5, 42, 80). One study combined
these insights along with machine learning and three rounds of testing to create design rules for
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synthetic sgRNA scaffolds (88). The resulting set of scaffolds maintained recognition and DNA
targeting by SpyCas9 but bore little resemblance to each other (Figure 5c).By combining different
sgRNA scaffolds, researchers could synthesize a large set of sgRNA expression constructs as a
single piece of DNA—a feat that would have been impossible with unmodified sgRNAs given the
repetitiveness of the resulting DNA. In some cases, altered scaffolds exhibited enhanced DNA
targeting for sgRNAs as well as for crRNA:tracrRNA duplexes (21, 88, 93). Similar approaches
are now being applied to guide RNA scaffolds utilized by other Cas nucleases (23).

Beyond modifying the sequence of the sgRNA scaffold, the scaffold can accommodate exten-
sions to imbue the sgRNA with new functionalities. These extensions could be added to locations
on the crRNA or tracrRNA portions of the sgRNA represented by highly flexible regions or ex-
tending beyond the minimal region bound by Cas9, including the 5′ end of the sgRNA guide, the
upper stem of the repeat:antirepeat duplex, the top of the nexus, and the 3′ end of the tracrRNA
tail (Figure 5c). Most extensions had little impact on DNA targeting (24, 69, 79, 116), although
extending the 5′ end of the sgRNA guide even a few nucleotides has been associated with reduced
targeting activity (74). The most widely adopted approach involves extending the sgRNA with
RNA aptamers that recruit proteins to a target DNA locus (Figure 5d). The proteins principally
involve the fusion of an aptamer’s peptide ligand to an effector module, such as an epigenetic or
transcriptional modifier for gene regulation or a fluorescent protein for DNA or RNA imaging
(24, 69, 116). Because different aptamers can be fused with different copy numbers and combi-
nations, individual sgRNAs can dictate functionally and quantitatively different effects at a given
locus, even with the same Cas nuclease. Beyond introducing aptamers, researchers have extended
sgRNAs to render DNA targeting by Cas9 dependent on the presence of another RNA (31, 35,
49, 97) (Figure 5e). This RNA trigger base-pairs with the extended portion of the engineered
sgRNA switch, driving a conformational change that either allows or prevents Cas9 recognition
or DNA targeting. A similar concept was applied to fuse sgRNAs with aptazymes, rendering DNA
targeting dependent on a small molecule (60, 104).

These examples highlight opportunities to engineer the tracrRNA for CRISPR technologies,
although they all rely on an sgRNA or crRNA:tracrRNA complex. In contrast, the discovery
of ncrRNAs (Figure 3c) offered a distinct opportunity for tracrRNA engineering (5). Specifi-
cally, reprogramming the tracrRNA antirepeat to base-pair with a selected cellular RNA drove
the generation of an ncrRNA and subsequent sequence-specific DNA targeting by Cas9 (48)
(Figure 6a). These reprogrammed tracrRNAs, or Rptrs, open numerous applications in which
a CRISPR technology can be rendered fully dependent on the presence of a selected RNA. The
most immediate application involved cleaving a matching DNA target as a specific readout of the
corresponding RNA in a sample, forming a multiplexable diagnostic platform called LEOPARD
(leveraging engineered tracrRNAs and on-target DNAs for parallel RNA detection) (Figure 6b).
LEOPARD was used to sense multiple respiratory viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, while the
sequence-specificity of Cas9 allowed LEOPARD to readily differentiate a single point mutation,
distinguishing SARS-CoV-2 and the D614G variant that dominated early in the COVID-19
pandemic in patient samples.

tracrRNA BIOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGIES GOING FORWARD

Clearly, our understanding of tracrRNA biology and its use in CRISPR technologies has advanced
tremendously since the tracrRNA’s discovery roughly a decade ago. At the same time, there are
ample opportunities to further explore the biology of tracrRNAs and how they can be further
harnessed for CRISPR technologies. One opportunity is within crRNA biogenesis.While the ba-
sic steps were elucidated with the original discovery of the tracrRNA, there are still fundamental
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Reprogramming tracrRNAs for RNA detection. (a) Reprogramming the tracrRNA to create RNA-derived ncrRNAs. The
reprogrammed Rptrs contain an altered antirepeat domain designed to base-pair with an RNA of interest, recreating the standard
crRNA:tracrRNA duplex. Cas9 recognizes the complex and utilizes the resulting ncrRNAs for DNA targeting. As a result, DNA
targeting occurs only if the RNA of interest is present. (b) The Rptr-based platform for multiplexable RNA detection. The platform,
called LEOPARD, combines Rtprs and associated DNA targets with an RNA pool, and the DNA targets are monitored to determine
which of the RNAs of interest are present in the sample. Abbreviations: Cas, CRISPR-associated; CRISPR, clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats; crRNA, CRISPR RNA; LEOPARD, leveraging engineered tracrRNAs and on-target DNAs for
parallel RNA detection; mRNA, messenger RNA, ncrRNA, noncanonical CRISPR RNA; Rptrs, reprogrammed tracrRNA; tracrRNA,
trans-activating CRISPR RNA.

aspects that remain poorly understood. For instance, while the tracrRNA, crRNA, Cas9, RNase
III, and other host RNases participate in the formation of the final effector complex, the order
of events remains largely unknown. The abundance of crRNAs from an array also varies widely,
likely impacting the extent of immune defense conferred by each crRNA. However, the under-
lying mechanisms remain poorly explored (19, 65, 87). Another opportunity centers around the
structures of Cas9 and Cas12 nucleases bound to the crRNA:tracrRNA complex. The few avail-
able structures (119) (Supplemental Table 1) have revealed varying shapes and folds that allow
the nuclease to selectively distinguish the crRNA:tracrRNA complex from the rest of the RNA
milieu. These structures cannot be readily predicted with standard RNA folding algorithms, re-
quiring additional structural studies. The presence of pseudoknots, triple helices, and other com-
plex structures associated with crRNA:tracrRNA complexes bound by Cas12 nucleases further
suggests an incredible range of structures await discovery within the diversity of Cas9 nucleases
(33). Finally, the combination of RNA targeting by Cas9, the regulatory role of the scaRNA in
Francisella, and the generation of ncrRNAs in Campylobacter suggests that the tracrRNA could par-
ticipate in roles extending beyond immune defense (109). Beyond further uncovering tracrRNA
biology, continued research efforts could translate into new and improved CRISPR technologies
given the inherent importance of the tracrRNA in sgRNAs. The engineering of Rptrs opens up
additional opportunities beyondmultiplexable RNA detection and could be extended to the grow-
ing set of tracrRNA-dependent Cas12 nucleases.Overall, the study and engineering of tracrRNAs
remain a fruitful source for biological discovery and beneficial technologies.
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